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Welcome to the fifth issue of the 
AI4Media Newsletter!

The AI Media Observatory is now 
fully launched

In April, the AI4Media consortium launched the initial version of the AI Media 
Observatory. We now celebrate the official launch of the Observatory, where 
all features are available. In the Observatory, you can find both written and 
audiovisual content that inspires and provides insights into good practices and 
cutting-edge knowledge at the intersection of AI and Media. In addition to the 
curated content, the expert directory “Find an AI Media Expert” is now open, 
inviting experts from around the globe to sign up.

The ten projects from AI4Media's second funding 
program are introducing fresh AI research and 
innovation for the media industry

The 10 projects funded through AI4Media's Open Call #2, launched in March 2023, 
are engaged in promising research and innovation activities applicable to the media 
industry. Among these projects, five focus on industry applications, while the other 
five center on research. Their duration spans until the end of November 2023 and 
February 2024, respectively. 
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Exploring the Future of Media: AI4Media's 
Fascinating Video Series

In an era defined by the rapid convergence of technology and media, understanding 
the transformative power of Artificial Intelligence is essential. The AI4Media project has 
produced a captivating video series to shed light on this fusion, which is available on 
YouTube.

With this series of insightful episodes, AI4Media not only illuminates the AI applications 
in the media industry but also explores the exciting possibilities that lie ahead.

Author Candela Bravo (LOBA)

AIDA: Maximising efforts toward accessible AI 
education and research

AIDA (International AI Doctoral Academy) is a non-profit organization comprising 
academic and industrial partners. It receives support from the European Networks of 
Excellence AI4Media, ELISE, TAILOR, HumanE-AI NET, and VISION CSA. AIDA's 
primary aim is to enhance accessibility to AI education and research.
Its key objectives include:

• Coordinating educational and training activities in AI for PhD and postdoc 
students among AIDA partners.

• Establishing itself as a global reference point for all matters related to AI 
education and research.

• Developing mechanisms for the sharing of educational resources in the field of 
PhD-level AI across universities.

• Paving the way for future efforts aimed at creating a charter for European 
universities to share, accredit, and recognize PhD education credits in AI.

In line with these objectives, AIDA has undertaken significant efforts to maximize the 
impact and user engagement in AI education and research excellence.

Authors George Bouchagiar (AUTH)

Exploring Real-world AI Applications in Media: A Look 
at Seven Use Cases

AI4Media's industry partners have defined six use cases, informed by emerging 
market opportunities and pressing industry challenges. These use cases raise 
specific requirements and research questions. They illustrate how AI is applicable 
across the entire media industry value chain, spanning research, content creation, 
production, distribution, consumption/interaction, and performance and quality 
measurement. These industry cases play a pivotal role in harnessing and sustaining 
the outcomes of AI4Media's research endeavors.

Currently, AI4Media's industry partners are actively working on integrating AI 
technologies developed by the project's research partners into real-world 
demonstrators. This effort aims to showcase how AI technologies can be effectively 
deployed in actual media production processes and usage scenarios, while also 
highlighting the associated challenges and issues that need to be addressed. 
Furthermore, it emphasizes how real data from professional production serves as a 
crucial test case for the developed AI models.

Authors: Danae Tsabouraki (ATC); Birgit Gray (Deutsche Welle); Chaja Libot 
(VRT); Maurizio Montagnuolo (RAI); Rasa Bocyte (Netherlands Institute for 
Sound & Vision); Christoffer Holmgård (modl.ai); Rémi Mignot (IRCAM); 
Artur Garcia (BSC); Chris Georgiev (Imagga Technologies).

Making synthetic image detection practical  

Check out this small sample:

Great scientific outputs just one 
click away

Synthetic image detection is a growing need for journalists and fact-checkers due to 
the proliferation of powerful image generation tools such as Midjourney and Stable 
Diffusion that make it possible to easily create highly realistic photography using 
simple text descriptions (also known as prompts). While there is a growing number of 
methods in the literature that propose new detection models for synthetic images, 
there are often two practical issues in their use: a) their strong dependence on the 
image domain-topic, and b) their reliance on a server hosted service for their use. In 
AI4Media, a research team in CERTH has been working towards addressing these 
two issues to make synthetic image detection more practical for journalists and 
fact-checkers.

The project has produced until now more than 230 scientific publications, more than 
65 softwares, and 19 open data-sets, which are mostly open-access and available 
one click away to the research community and industry in the field of AI and Media.

Author: Akis Papadopoulos (CERTH)

Unveiling Propaganda on News Articles: Cutting-Edge 
Models with Linguistic and Argumentative Features

Propaganda has long been employed as a powerful communication tool to promote a 
cause or a viewpoint, especially in politics, despite its often misleading and harmful 
nature. Given the number of propagandist and fallacious messages posted on online 
social media every day, the need to automatically detect and categorize propagan-
dist content is crucial to safeguard society from its potential harm. UCA-3IA has 
proposed text models that tackle these tasks and analyze the features that 
characterize propagandist messages. We based our proposed models on 
state-of-the-art transformer-based architectures and enriched them with a set of 
linguistic features ranging from sentiment and emotion to argumentation features. 
The experiments were conducted on two standard benchmarks in the Natural 
Language Processing field: NLP4IF '19 and SemEval '20-Task 11. Both are 
collections of news articles annotated with propaganda classes. Our models 
outperformed state-of-the-art systems on many of the propaganda detection and 
classification tasks.

Author: Serena Villata (UCA-3IA)
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Wasserstein Loss for Semantic Editing 
in the Latent Space of GANs

MaskCon: Masked Contrastive 
Learning for Coarse-Labelled Dataset

Improving Query and Assessment Quality in 
Text-Based Video Retrieval Evaluation Access
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Pest Sticky Traps: a dataset for Whitefly 
Pest Population Density Estimation in 
Chromotropic Sticky Traps 

ÖWF-OD - ÖWF Object Detection 
Dataset 

UCI and OpenML Data Sets for Ordinal 
Quantification Access
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Transformer-Based Attention Networks for 
Continuous Pixel-Wise Prediction

Edge Guided GANs with Contrastive 
Learning for Semantic Image Synthesis Access
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In case you’ve missed it

You may have missed it but we’ll bring it back to you. Check out 
AI4Media’s past events.

e-Symposium on
Computational Politics 2023 

1st of March, Thessaloniki (Greece)

KNOW MORE

AI4Media @ Online Event on Generative 
AI in the European Parliament

25th of May, online

KNOW MORE

ICMR2023 – ACM International 
Conference on Multimedia Retrieval 2023 
& MAD’23 – Workshop on Multimedia AI 

against Disinformation
12-15 June, Thessaloniki (Greece)

KNOW MORE

Meet the Future of AI: Countering 
Sophisticated & Advanced Disinformation

29th of June, Brussels (Belgium)

KNOW MORE

Second cross-cutting Theme 
Development Workshop “Trusted AI - 

The future of creating ethical and 
responsible AI systems”

20 October 2022, online

KNOW MORE
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How did the European press treat the covid-19 
“no-vax” phenomenon?

Understanding the role of some of the most recognized European newspapers in the 
fight against disinformation contributes to characterizing the full information 
ecosystem. Much of the existing research on the subject of disinformation has 
focused on the detection or analysis of false content, whether it be text, images, or 
videos on social media. In comparison, there has been less analysis of how 
high-quality press outlets have dealt with the issues of disinformation and 
misinformation. Idiap’s work has centered on the topic of Covid-19 vaccination and 
how it is treated by newspapers from different European countries, using natural 
language processing techniques. Idiap's analyses have revealed both similarities and 
differences across countries, reflecting the local components inherent to each nation, 
as well as the role played by high-quality press in addressing the issue of Covid 
vaccination and its relationship with disinformation.

Authors: David Alonso del Barrio & Daniel Gatica-Perez (Idiap Research 
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Poster & Demo Sessions

Haven't explored our poster sessions yet? Then it's time to do so! The 7th AI4Media 
Plenary Meeting took place at the University of Florence, Italy, on January 31st and 
February 1st, 2023. The event showcased the cutting-edge work of AI researchers 
from WPs 3, 4, 5, and 6 through engaging posters and demos. Media industry 
partners also brought the seven AI4Media use cases to life with live demonstrations. 
An interactive space was set for partners to share ideas and delve into each other's 
endeavors. If you're curious about the AI tools and demos unveiled during the event, 
don't miss our short videos accessible on the project's YouTube channel. Step into 
the future of AI with our captivating showcase!

Authors: Candela Bravo & Joana Martinheira (LOBA)
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Explore the new Scientific Papers page

We are thrilled to unveil a transformative upgrade to our website that puts the power 
of information at your fingertips. In AI4Media, we are committed to simplifying your 
journey into the world of scientific research. With our latest feature, accessing the 
papers that matter most to you has never been easier.
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